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---

I.

No. 1-2/1 (13).

CAIRO, February 27, 1930.

YOUR EXCELLENCY,

With reference to the negotiations concerning the conclusion of a provisional commercial arrangement between Austria and Egypt, I have the honour to inform you that the Egyptian Government agrees to apply most-favoured-nation treatment to all products of the soil and industry originating in Austria and imported into Egypt, whether for consumption, re-export or transit. The said treatment shall apply provisionally to products which are imported into Egypt through countries having no commercial arrangements with Egypt.

The present régime shall be granted subject to complete reciprocity, and to a reservation as regards the régime accorded to products of the Sudan, or that which may be applied to products of certain neighbouring countries in virtue of regional conventions. The present arrangement shall come into force on March 17, 1930. It may be denounced by either of the contracting Parties at three month's notice.

I have the honour to be, etc.

Wacyf Boutros Ghali.

Minister for Foreign Affairs.

Monsieur Johann Schober,

Federal Chancellor of the Austrian Republic.

---

1 Traduit par le Secrétariat de la Société des Nations, à titre d'information.  
1 Translated by the Secretariat of the League of Nations, for information.
II.

No. 123598-14 A/1930.

Vienna, March 7, 1930.

Monsieur le Ministre,

I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of Your Excellency's letter No. 13 (1-2/1) dated February 27, 1930, which reads as follows:

"With reference to the negotiations concerning the conclusion of a provisional commercial arrangement between Austria and Egypt, I have the honour to inform you that the Egyptian Government agrees to apply most-favoured-nation treatment to all products of the soil and industry originating in Austria and imported into Egypt, whether for consumption, re-export or transit. The said treatment shall apply provisionally to products which are imported into Egypt through countries having no commercial arrangements with Egypt.

The present régime shall be granted subject to complete reciprocity, and to a reservation as regards the régime accorded to products of the Sudan, or that which may be applied to products of certain neighbouring countries in virtue of regional conventions.

The present arrangement shall come into force on March 17, 1930. It may be denounced by either of the contracting Parties at three months' notice."

In reply I would confirm my Government's agreement on the above-mentioned basis and take this opportunity of renewing, etc.

Schober.

Federal Chancellor,

His Excellency
Wacif Boutros Ghali Pasha,
Egyptian Minister for Foreign Affairs.